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KEY FACTS

One of 80 SA Aperta’s made

Unique color combination with special wish 

Hermes interior

Two owners from new and full service history







H I S T O R Y

OUR 599 SA APERTA

Shown for the first time at the Paris International Motor Show in 2010, the 
strongly limited to 80 pieces worldwide SA Aperta was built to commemo-
rate Pininfarina’s 80th anniversary. Similar to its predecessors, the 550 Bar-
chetta and 575 SuperAmerica, the SA Aperta was conceived as an open top 
version of the mark’s front engine V12 Berlinetta, the 599 GTB. Stiffened up 
and reinforced to match the coupe’s structural rigidity, the roadster only 
gained 17kg. The 599 SA Aperta is one of Ferrari’s rarest production mod-
els ever and an incredibly collectable car.

Delivered new in Switzerland through Garage Zenith to a very important 
Ferrari client, our SA Aperta was finished from factory in the very rare shade 
of Rosso Dino. At the time of its delivery in 2011, customization at Ferrari 
was nowhere near what it is today. Incredibly, this specific example sports 
an option never seen before on a Ferrari. It is said that the original owner’s 
wife wished to have the interior of the 599 match her Hermes bag’s leather 
and color. A wish that was granted by the factory in Maranello. Since its de-
livery, the 599 had a service almost every year at Garage Zenith:
09.2012 at 1.851km, 12.2013 at 2.680km, 04.2015 at 3.889km, 03.2016 at 
4.111km, 02.2017 at 4.126km, 05.2018 at 4.250km, 07.2019 at 4.716km, 
04.2020 at 5.503km, and finally 04.2022 at 5.785km.

Now totalizing 6.000km from new, the 599 has been in the ownership of the 
current and second gentleman since late 2022, who registered the SA Ap-
erta in Germany on his company, meaning that our example is a VAT-qual-
ified car, ideal for export. Ferrari Classiche certified and fully matching 
numbers, this limited-edition Ferrari checks all collectability boxes and is 
looking for a new caretaker with us in Munich.
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